NATIVE HERITAGE NOTES

YOUR MISSION:
TO FIND THE THREADS OF CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

PRE-CONTACT/TRADITIONAL TIME
1. List five traditional food sources for native peoples in Washington.

19TH CENTURY
2. How many beaver pelts did it take to buy one HBC blanket?

3. How many "overlanders" were actually killed by Indians between 1840 & 1860?

19TH-20TH CENTURY
4. Draw a line from an artifact to a tribe to a tribe grouping:
   doll  COLVILLE
   cradleboard  NEZ PERCE
   novel by Mourning Dove  PLATEAU
   halibut hook  MAKAH
   corn husk bag  YAKAMA
   coiled cedar root basket  COASTAL
   NISQUALLY
   COWLITZ

5. What importance do stories hold for native peoples?

6. What was sold Wednesday, January 7, 1903?

7. What treaty did this sale violate?

8. Name four epidemics faced by American Indians during the last three centuries:

FINAL PROJECT:
What are the threads of continuity that have helped the native people in Washington maintain their culture? List three then select one on which to prepare a 10-minute presentation.